PAUL: Jesus, you make a lot of noise. .......................... I'm trying to work here?
RASHID: I'm sorry. They just slipped out of my hands.
PAUL: .................................. to be .......................... clumsy? ................................,
would it?
RASHID: I'm a teenager. Teenagers are clumsy. It's because we're still growing. We
don't know where our bodies end and the world begins.
PAUL: The world is going to end ...................... if .................. learn fast. Look, why
don't you ........................................? .................... cigarettes. Go around the corner to
the cigar store and buy me two tins of tobacco.
RASHID: Twenty dollars is a lot of money. Are you sure you can ................................?
I mean, a................................................ steal it?
PAUL: If you want to steal it, ......................................... ................ you won't be
...................... making noise. It ............................ it.
•
PAUL: Jesus Christ. What is it with you? You .......................... one thing after
another.
RASHID: I'm sorry. I was trying to .................. one of the books up there ... And then,
I don't know, this .............................. on top of me.
PAUL: It just ......................................? I sit here for two and a half years
.......................................... write a word, and then, when I finally ............................
something, when it looks .......................................... start writing again, you show
up and start breaking everything in my house.
RASHID: I didn't ...................... here. You invited me, remember? If you want me to
leave, .......................................... say so.
PAUL: How long .......................... here? Three nights, right? And how long did I tell
you you could stay? Two or three nights, is that right? It sounds like
............................, doesn't it?
•
RASHID: I'm sorry I ................... ...................... very kind to me. But .................
..........................................................., right?
PAUL: ................................, okay? It's .........................., and I can't ..................
.............. ...............................
RASHID: You .......................... apologize. The coast is probably clear now, .............
PAUL: Do you need some money? Some extra clothes?
RASHID: Don't ...................... me. .................
PAUL: ...................................................., okay?
RASHID: You too. And ........................................................ before you cross the street.
Oh, by the way, I liked your book. I think you're ................................ writer.

